2022 Programs

Offered at Monthly Meetings
Contact CVWG’s Director of Programs Karen Schwenzer

January 24, 2022 Negative Painting Techniques with Jane Skafte
www.janeskafte.com

We welcome back CVWG member Jane Skafte. This negative painting demonstration will
consist of several techniques to use when developing your composition: wet on wet and
textured backgrounds, over-glazing, and creating hard-edged shapes. With negative
painting, the subject is created by painting around the object rather than by painting the
object itself. Whether you are a beginner or an accomplished artist, you’ll enjoy trying
these techniques and applying them to your own work.

Artist’s Statement: Nature is a source of inspiration for me. I create art as a poetic
rather than a literal depiction of my subject matter, even when drawn to
representational landscapes rendered in watercolor. Paul Cézanne stated, “Painting
from nature is not copying the object; it is realizing one’s sensations.” I am
fascinated with rhythms created by natural forms and their shadows, and make
carefully defined compositions in which those rhythms vary from image to pattern
while also offering a close-up look into inner spaces. I am also interested in
ornament as a way of expressing ideas; and explore the relationship between
realism and abstract principles and patterns.

Artist’s Bio: My BFA is from the School of the Art Institute in Chicago in textile
design, and my MFA is from Syracuse University in studio art. I have had solo
exhibitions throughout Virginia, and group exhibitions along the east coast, New
York and elsewhere. I retired from teaching at community colleges in Charlottesville
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Virginia, and now teach drawing and painting privately. I live on a farm in Fluvanna
County and am a renting member of McGuffey Art Center.
February 28, 2022 Fast and Furious with Karen Schwenzer
Join us for an hour to find out that it is
possible to sketch at speed. Via photos
we show you a series of stills for timed
sketching. There will also be videos for
more challenging sketching. It’s great
practice for sketching anything and you
don’t even have to show us what you’ve
done! We encourage you to draw and
paint, even if you have never drawn at
speed before. Please bring drawing
things, a small palette of paints, or
anything that helps you enjoy the flow
and energy of creating with other people
(list TBA). It’s also not about what you
produce – it’s about the process of doing it, exercising eye, hand, heart and brain and
putting the hour down on paper. You are also welcome just to watch!

Afterwards, stick around for an outreach project. Create small watercolor journals for
seniors in our community. Personalize the cover of your creation. Bags will be assembled
with brushes, small palettes, and instructions. Materials will be provided, or bring your
own (list TBA). Bags will be distributed at JABA Senior Centers located in the Blue Ridge
Health Department. Details to come on how you can participate in Outreach.
March 28, 2022 Nature Journaling with Rhonda Roebuck
This interactive presentation will
introduce you to the idea of
recording information about nature
where you live through writing,
sketching and painting. We will
look at ways to keep simple
records. Sometime in the future,
someone will want to know about
your land, home, and you. Think of
the stories you may have heard
about “your place” and how you
might record them. What grows at
your place naturally, what have you
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planted, and what do you know about how the land was used in the past? Simple exercises
and questions will get you started in keeping a Nature/Place journal. To start playing with
ideas, bring a sketchbook/journal and a pen, pencil, or a small palette (list TBA). You are
also welcome just to watch!

Artist’s Statement: I believe that we should observe what surrounds us and record
it for the future. I ask workshops participants how they would feel if they found a
journal with writing and illustrations recorded by their great grandmother or great
grandfather. That is the reason for recording nature and our lives.
Artist’s Bio: Rhonda Roebuck is a former photography and art teacher from
Albemarle County Schools. She has taught Nature Journaling workshops for
Shenandoah National Park, Mary Baldwin University, and various local venues. She
has kept journals/sketchbooks for over 25 years, and enjoys teaching and
encouraging others to do the same. Rhonda is also a founding member of the
Shenandoah Nature Journaling Club. If you have questions you may reach her at
rhondaroebuck@mac.com "Find your place on the planet. Dig in, and take
responsibility from there." Gary Snyder

April 25, 2022 Critique with Karen Rosasco www.karenrosasco.com

We welcome back Karen Rosasco,
Signature Member of the
American Watercolor Society, for
an engaging critique of our
artwork.

Artist’s Statement: I am
an award-winning
watermedia artist and
have provided art
instruction for adults in
both evening courses and
workshops for nearly
thirty years. As a retired
high school art teacher
and self-described shape
maker, I emphasize design
and composition as the
foundation for the
symbols placed on paper
or canvas. I'm also an avid
traveler, searching for new and unusual subjects as themes for my paintings.
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You can view my paintings at: Abend Gallery, Denver CO, the Departure Gift Shop,
Albany International Airport, SVAC, CoArt Gallery, Flying Fox Vineyards, Reid Street
Gallery. and by appointment at my home in VA.
May 23, 2022 Half-Day Workshop with Robin Poteet: Preserving Whites and
Demystifying Shadows www.robinpoteet.com

We welcome back Robin Poteet. Beginning at 11 am, Robin
will demo ways to preserve the white of your paper as you
paint. Keeping that lovely white is a hallmark of watercolor
and you’ll learn a number of techniques to keep your whites
bright and clear. Robin will also demo the hows and whys and
colors of shadows. You’ll learn to think beyond gray and learn
to choose the best shadow colors for your subject. Participants
will have an opportunity to paint with individual guidance
from Robin. There is a short lunch break, but we encourage
you to continue to work at your table.

We will be sharing space at the tables, so think smallish
palettes and water containers (list TBA). Masks on except
when eating or drinking. There will be no business meeting
this month. The workshop wraps up at 3pm.

There is a nominal $12 fee for this workshop. Space is limited to 30 members so pay your
$12 to Karen Schwenzer to guarantee a spot. Non-paying members are welcome to attend
Robin’s demo at 11am.

Artist’s Statement: Painting in watercolor is a joyous process. It also challenges us,
particularly as we strive to preserve the white of the paper or create lively shadows
and darks. This will be our focus during our 4-hour workshop.

Artist’s Bio: Robin paints watercolors in a manner that appeals to artists and art
collectors alike. Her career began in Advertising &amp; Graphic Design with major
US companies and has transitioned into full-time painting. She is a sought-after
instructor in the mid-Atlantic, has been featured in national magazines and has won
numerous awards. She maintains a studio in Salem, VA. robinpoteet.com
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June 27, 2022 Creating Water Features In Your Paintings with Peg Sheridan
www.pegsheridan.com
Join Peg Sheridan for a
demonstration of
watercolor paint
techniques. You will learn
how to use masking, how to
paint playfully on wet
paper, and how to make
believable reflections.

Artist’s Statement:
I started drawing
and painting when I
was a little girl. My
Mom was a painter,
and I have a distinct
memory of sitting next to her and painting while she painted when I was about five.

I started my own business, "Inspirations" in 1997. I had resigned from a job as a
Wildlife Biologist to stay home with my three children, who were all young. I began
to paint and teach from home, and loved it. I now paint in watercolors mostly. I sell
my work, and also do commissions. I also teach painting and craft classes to adults
and children. I am a lucky person-- I love what I do! I can't wait to get up in the
morning and start the day.
July 25, 2022 Special Time: 5-8pm at COOS: Summer Soiree with TBA
Join our yet TBA guest in a pre-dusk meeting. We have talked about our lack of availability
to some artists with daytime commitments. Please invite a guest to meet the Guild.
Social time 5pm, Business Meeting 6pm, Program TBA 6:30pm
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August 22, 2022 Urban Sketching with John Hancock
www.johnahancock.com

Join CVWG member John Hancock for an interactive presentation exploring the new urban
sketching movement. Concentrating on sketching techniques for line, texture, and
watercolor washes; you will develop design strategies that balance visual richness with
simplicity. If you want to follow along, bring your art supplies (list TBA) to the meeting.
Once again, if you just want to watch that’s fine too.

Artist Bio: As a professional artist, I have worn many hats: a full-time studio artist,
college art professor and art department chair, art show judge and exhibition
curator, art program director, community arts administrator, and arts volunteer. In
the summer of 2000, I was on a professional retreat at the Vermont Studio Center.
While there, I made the decision to move to west-central Virginia, onto the slopes of
the Blue Ridge Mountains.

When making artwork, images or image/objects, I attempt to create evocative
experiences for viewers of my art. All of my paintings, drawings, collages, and other
types of artwork grow out of an exploration of the natural world and our place
within that world. I use a combination of direct observation along with personal,
community, and/or historical memory to generate ideas and images. The process
involves aesthetic, poetic, and scientific evaluation and manipulation of the work
and I pass all these through the prism of creative exploration.
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September 26, 2022 Member Painting Critique with Robert Stuart
www.robertstuart.net

CVWG welcomes award-winning, Staunton artist
Robert Stuart who will critique our artwork.

Artist’s Statement: In paintings I strive for “new
beauty,” for opening pathways to emotional and
intuitive responses.

Three "encounters,” have been particularly inspiring to
me as an abstract painter. The first was walking
unawares into an exhibit of eight sequential grid
paintings by Agnes Martin, and seeing that
contemporary painting could be about the infinite.
Another was standing on brilliant crevices of light in
the loft of our large, old barn as early morning sunlight
filled the bay below transforming slits between the floorboards into lines of light. It
was what I wanted in painting. And thirdly, directly after a trip to Japan which
included a tour of Zen gardens, a vivid dream of a large red abstract painting with
white lines that compelled me to start on this path.
In the process of painting I feel that I am exploring, following leads, intuitively
interacting with the materials and the evolving structure. Getting a sense of light
from the work is important. The process is additive and subtractive, as I layer,
scrape, add and erase with knives and scrappers, fingers, cloths, wax and mineral
spirits. Sometimes I use collage from painted paper strips, residue from the making
of larger paintings. The colors and textures of these residual, painted papers are
often the inspiration for new works.

Artist’s Bio: About half my time growing up was spent overseas while my father
worked for USAID and UNESCO. Four years at Boston University’s School for the
Arts was a rigorous, traditional program with much figure drawing. Philip Guston
was a major influence there.

After living in Guam for eighteen months, Boston again, then Virginia, I had a
Teaching Assistantship and earned an MFA at James Madison University. Following
this I launched a career as a painter of landscapes or still-lifes, and found success in
galleries. Being selected for the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Un/Common Ground
exhibit was a great early boost.

After ten years established in this representational style, but with episodes of
experimentation in abstraction, my response to abstract painting became so evident
I could no longer deny it. Discovering Agnes Martin’s paintings and writings was
crucial. Finally, after a trip to Japan visiting Zen gardens, a vivid dream of a large,
red, abstract painting was so compelling that I set out in a new direction. Then
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almost immediately major confirmation: chosen for the New Orleans Museum of Art
Triennial, and not long after, receiving an Academy Award in Art from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
October 24, 2022 Spontaneity of Yupo with Jeannine Regan
www.jeannineregan.com

CVWG welcomes back Jeannine Regan who will demonstrate watercolor painting on the
synthetic, tree-free paper Yupo.

Artist’s Statement: In studying the works of favorites such as John Blockley,
Thomas Daly, Burt Silverman and David Levine I noticed they all worked on smooth
surfaces. I began experimenting with different papers, then with coating my papers
with gesso to give a nonporous surface. This led to trials with panels, canvas papers,
artificial papers, water and oil based mediums and impasto additives. At the same
time, paradoxically, I worked, and continue to work, to maintain the transparency,
fluidity and spontaneity that watercolors and encaustics can impart. I feel I have
only just begun to explore the possibilities of these variables, in content as well as in
process.
Artist’s Bio: For over two decades Jeannine Barton Regan has exhibited her work in
the Mid-Atlantic region as well as in the west. She has shown in many juried
exhibitions and solo and group exhibitions.

Jeannine lives and works in Charlottesville, VA. where she is a resident member of
McGuffey Art Center, one of the oldest and most respected community art centers in the
country. For the past decade the focus of her work has been encaustic, the ancient art of
painting with hot, pigmented beeswax, first introduced by the Greeks in 300 BCE.

Her work can be seen at The Mill Gallery, Millwood, VA, Annie Gould Gallery, Gordonsville,
VA, Glave-Kocen Gallery, Richmond VA, and in her working studio at McGuffey. Her
paintings are in a number of public collections including New York Life Insurance
Company, Region Ten Community Services Board, Martha Jefferson Hospital, and City Hall,
Charlottesville, VA, Spotts-Fain Law Firm, and in private collections across the country,
among them, many commissioned works.
November 28, 2022 (tentative) CVWG Annual Potluck Luncheon
Details will be announced as we progress through 2022.
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